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Note  
On Weak Regu lar  Probabi l i s t ic  Languages*  
EUCEN~ S. SANTOS 
Department ofMathematics, Youngstown State University, 
Youngstown, Ohio 44503 
Recently, several formulations of probabilistic grammars and languages 
generated by probabilistic grammars have appeared in the literature. Un- 
fortunately, most of the formulations are not broad enough to encompass the 
deterministic grammars and still preserve its probabilistic haracter. Excep- 
tions to this rule are those forwarded by Knast (1972) and Santos (1972). 
In both formulations, various types of probabilistic grammars were defined 
which correspond to the Chomsky's hierarchy of the conventional deter- 
ministic grammars. However, the two formulations contain some basic 
differences and it is not clear how the families of languages generated by the 
respective probabilistic grammars are related to each other. 
In the present paper, we shall study the weak regular probabilistic grammars 
(WRPG) as introduced in (Santos, 1972). Various properties of WRPG are 
derived. Above all, it is shown that the family of language generated by 
finite-state probabilistic grammars with cut points as introduced in (Knast, 
1972) coincides with the family of languages generated by weak probabilistic 
grammars with uniform terminal length with cut points. 
Notation. Let C be a nonempty set. Then C* is the free semigroup with 
identity e generated by C, and C + = C* --{e}. Moreover, if ~ ~ C*, then 
lg(~) denotes the length of ~. 
DEFINITION. A generalized WRPG (short for weak regular probabilistic 
grammar) is a quadruple G = (T, N, P, h) where (i) T and N are disjoint 
finite nonempty sets; (ii) P is a finite collection of real-valued functions with 
domain N ×/(G) ,  where I(G) = {/zA :/~ ~ T*, A ~ N w {e}}, such that for 
every p c P and A ~ N, p(r]A)  = 0 except for finitely many r ~I(G); and 
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(iii) h is a real-valued function with domain N. If, in addition, the ranges o f f  
and h are subsets of [0, 1], ZA~N h(A) ~< 1 and for every p E P and A E N, 
~.,r~l(G) p(r I A) ~< 1, then G is a WRPG. 
In the definition of WRPG, T and N are, respectively, the sets of terminals 
and nonterminals, p(r[A)  is the probability that A will be replaced by r, 
and h(A) is the probability that A is the start symbol of G. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (T, N, P, h) be a generalized WRPG, and let 
C = TuN.  
(1) For every p E P, we associate the real-valued function fo with 
domain C* x C* where 
Ip(r lA)  if a =aA,  /5 =at ,  and creT*,  
fo(/5 [ 'x) ~o otherwise. 
(2) For every ~ e P*, we associate the real-valued function f¢ with 
domain C* × C* defined inductively as follows: 
and 
if a%f i  
ko(/51~) = ~ k( r  J ~) fp(/5 it). 
"F~ C* 
(3) fa is the real-valued function with domain T* such that 
fa(~) : -  lub E h(A) A(= I A) 
gsP* 
A6N 
where lub stands for least upper bound. 
Remark. I f  G is a WRPG, then f¢(/5 l ~) is the probability that/5 can be 
obtained from e~ by the derivation ~, and fG(cO is the probability that cL is 
generated by G. 
Although the above definition offa , where G is a WRPG, differs from that 
given in (Santos, 1972), it is easily shown that the two definitions are equiv- 
alent. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (T, N, P, h) be a (generalized) WRPG. G is said 
to have UTL  (short of uniform terminal length) iff for every p ~ P, there exists 
a nonnegative integer l o such that p(r I A) :/: 0 implies , =/*B ,  /x E T*, 
B ~ N L3 {e} and lg(/,) = l o . If, in addition, lo = 1 for all p ~ P, then G is a 
(generalized) RPG. 
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PROPOSITION 1. I f  f --~ fal  for some (generalized) WRPG G with UTL,  
then f = fa~ for some reduced (generalized) WRPG G 2 with UTL,  i.e., i f  
Gz = ( T, N~ , P2, ha), then (i)for every p ~ Pa and -d ~ Nz, ~.~z(az) p(~']-d) = 1; 
(ii) for every p e P= , lo = 0 or 1; (iii) for some -do ~ N,  h(-do) = 1 and h(-d) = 0 
for all A v~ A o . 
COROLLARY. I f  f = fa 1 for some (generalized) WRPG G i with UTL  where 
l o ~ O for all p, thenf  = fa~for some (generalized) RPG Gz satisfying (i) and 
(iii) of Proposition 1. 
Remark. We shall also write (T, N2, P2, -do) for the G 2 given in the above 
proposition and corollary. 
DEFINITION. Let T i and T 2 be finite nonempty sets, and ,/ a function 
f rom/ '1"  into T2*. ~7 is a homomorphism from T i into T~ iff ~/(~/5) = ~(a) ~7(/5) 
for all ~,/5 ~/11". Ifl in addition, ~(~) = e implies ~ ~- e, then ~ is e-free. 
Notation. Let ~/be a homomorphism from T i into Tz, andfa  real-valued 
function with domain T i*. Then n o f is the real-valued function with domain 
Tz* such that for every a E T~* where 7/(/5) = a for some/5 e TI* , (~/of)(a) = 
lubf(/5) where the lub ranges over all/5 e / '1"  for which ~7(/5) = a. Otherwise, 
(7 o f ) (~)  = o. 
THEOREM 2. I f  f = fa i for some (generalized) WRPG G 1 with UTL,  then 
~7 o f  = fo 2 for some (generalized) WRPG G 2 with UTL.  In addition, i f  G 1 is a 
(generalized) RPG and ~7 is e-free, then G 2 is a (generalized) RPG. 
Proof. By Proposition 1, we may assume that G i = (1"1, No ,  P i ,  -do) is a 
reduced (generalized) WRPG with UTL .  Let Gz = (T2,271, P2, -do) be a 
(generalized) WRPG where Pz = {p~ :p c P, a E T 1 u {e}} and for every 
P ~ P i ,  A ~ N i ,  a E T 1 q {e} and ~- ~ I(G2), 
if (r =aB,  -r = [~7(a)]B and B~-N iu{e},  
otherwise. 
It can be verified that ~/of = fa~. I f  G 1 is a (generalized) RPG and ~/is e-free, 
let G 2' = (T2, N i ,  P2', X0) be a (generalized) WRPG where 
G' = {p~ :pEP , ,  ae  r ,}.  
Clearly, G2' has UTL  and l~ v6 0 for all p E P ( .  By the corollary of Prop- 
osition I, ~1 o f  = fa n for some (generalized) RPG G~. 
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THEOREM 3. I f  f = fq  for some generalized WRPG G 1 with UTL,  then 
f =~1 °f% for some homomorphism ~7 and some generalized RPG G 2 -~ 
(T2 , N2, Pz , h~) where P2 contains exactly one element. In addition, if G 1 is a 
generalized RPG, then ~7 may be chosen to be e-free. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, we may assume that G 1 = (T1, N1, P~, Ao) is a 
reduced generalized WRPG with UTL.  Let G2 = (712, N1, {Po}, A0) be the 
generalized RPG where T z = {(a, p): a a 711 tj {e}, p ~P1} and for every 
A ~ N 1 and r ~ I(Gz) , 
if r = (a,p)B, a =aB,  a~T~LJ{e}, 
otherwise. 
Let ~ be the homomorphism from T~ into T 1 where ~(a, p) = a. It can be 
verified that f = ~9 of%. I f  G 1 is a generalized RPG, then it suffices to take 
T2 = {(a, p): a ~ T 1 , p ~ P,}. 
Remark. The G2 in the above theorem will be referred to as the natural 
extension of G 1 , and ~7 the associated homomorphism. 
Notation. Let f l  and f2 be real-valued functions with the same domain. 
Then L(fl ,f~, >)  = {~ :fl(~) > f2(a)}. L(fl ,f2, >/), L(f~ ,f2, =--), etc., 
are similarly defined. If f2 is the constant function A, then we shall also write 
L(f l ,  )~, >) for L(f  1 , fz,  >), etc. Moreover ~¢a(>) ~ {L(fa, )t, >) : G is a 
WRPG with UTL}, etc., and ~(>)  = {L(Fq , f%,  >):  G 1 and G 2 are 
WRPG with UTL}, etc. 
Notation. S z is the family of all stochastic languages (Santos, 1973), 
i.e., languages accepted by finite probabilistic automata wkh cut-point. 
The following theorem follows from the proof of Theorem 3.3 in (Santos, 
1972) and Theorem 5.5 in (Santos, 1973): 
THEOREM 4. For every real number h and generalized RPG G = (T, N, 
P, h) where P contains exactly one element, L(fa, A, >)~ 5 a. Moreover, 
5¢ C_ ~a(>) for all A ~ (0, 1). 
Notation. Let ~/be a homomorphism from T 1 into T 2 , and L C TI*. Then 
n(L) ----- {n(~) :aaL} .  Moreover, let ~ = {n(L):La 6 p and 'l a homo- 
morphism}. 
It can be shown that ~ is the family of languages generated by finite-state 
probabilistic grammars with cut points as introduced in (Knast, 1972). 
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TUEOREM 5. For every A ~ (0, 1), 4 (>)  = •- Moreover, ~o(>) is the 
family of all regular languages. 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 2, 3 and 4. 
Remark. It follows from the foregoing discussions that the family of 
languages generated by WRPG with cut point is the smallest family of lan- 
guages containing cp and closed under homomorphism. By a similar 
argument, it can be shown that the family of languages generated by RPG 
with cut point is the smallest family of languages containing 
= {L -- {e): L ~ -S} 
and dosed under e-free homomorphism. This family of languages was studied 
in detailed in (Santos, 1973). 
By virtue of Theorem 5, we can show, by modifying the usual techniques, 
that J¢~ is also closed under concatenation with regular languages, regular 
substitution, a-transducer mapping (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969), inverse 
homomorphism, reverals, etc. 
THEOREM 6. For every generalized WRPG G with UTL  and real A, 
L(f~, A, >)  E ~z °. 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 2, 3, 4, and 5. 
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